Korea’s Fair Trade Commission unfairly uses antitrust as a price control mechanism. This worrisome trend includes blatant denial of due process and extraterritorial overreach. To shield Korean companies from competition, KFTC ordered a U.S. company to lower the amount it can charge to license its global portfolio of patented technologies, which undermines U.S. innovation and competitiveness.

Mexico is the second-largest foreign market for illicit camcording. In 2017, American films were victims of illegal recording in Mexican theaters.

Canada undervalues innovative medicines and takes longer than others to reimburse for these medicines. That hampers research and development and blocks Canadian patients’ access to lifesaving medicines.

Canada’s flawed copyright safe harbors put American music performers and producers at a fundamental disadvantage when trying to protect their work from online piracy.

U.S. negotiators need to encourage stronger intellectual property protections in our nation’s trade agreements.